
INFLUENZA 
 
 

General data 
 

 
• Influenza is the most spread acute viral infection of the respiratory 

apparatus, generating serious medical and social-economical 

implications. 

• Influenza is known since antiquity; it caused a lot of pandemics: 1530, 

1580, 1782, 1889-90, 1918-19 and 1957-59. 

• There are three types of infection with influenza viruses: A (1933), B 

(1936), C (1950). 

• The most frequent, epidemic and severe by its complications and death 

is A influenza. 

• The name influenza derives from French: gripper = to attack, to press; 

influere = to flow. 
 

Epidemiological implications of the antigenic variations of the A virus 
 

• An influenza virus registered a continous “genetically transformation” 

followed by an antigenic variation that has determinate until now the 

existence of A0, A1, A2 types of virus with the following subtypes: 

H1N1, H2N2, H3N2 and intermediary ones. 

• Each new type of A virus is pandemigenic. 

• The antigenic variations is produced gradually, slowly, during decades. 

• The minor antigenic variations (“antigenic dreaft”) accumulates year 

after year and major antigenic modifications (“antigenic shift”) take 

place periodically. 

 



• The principal factors that determine antigenic transformations are: 

- the high populational immune background  against influenza (“the 

immunological pressure”); 

- mixed infections with 2 subtypes on the same human or animal 

host; 

- the bidirectional passing of the A virus on asiatic aviary and swine 

hosts. 

• The medical implications consist in the outbreak of severe epidemics 

each time when the “antigenic shift” takes place, or in the producing of 

pandemics when “the shift” was total, that is a new A virus appeared. 

These antigenic variations require yearly selection of “modified” strains 

for the preparation of new vaccine (“yearly vaccines”). 

• The economic implications derive from the medical ones: morbidity, 

complications, deaths, immunology and viral surveillance, new vaccines 

preparation. 



 

Other properties of the influenza virus with  

epidemiological importance 
 

• The existence of types and subtypes requires a permanently epidemiological 

surveillance for estimating the hemaglutinin modifications (till now exists 

H1-H8) and the neuraminidase ones (till now exists N1-N7). 

• For the recognizing of the standard strains useful in “yearly vaccine” 

preparation, it will be noted: 

- type (A, B, C); 

- origin host (people, animals, birds); 

- geographical area (Asia etc.); 

- the number of the strain registered in London or Atlanta; 

- year of isolation; 

- antigenic subtype of the hemaglutinin and neuraminidase (in case of 

the A virus) 

Example: A/Johannesburg/33/94 (H3N2) 

• The environmental resistance is low so that decontamination will be 

realized by aerating and common hygiene; 

• As all viruses, influenza ones are entirely resistant to the antibiotics activity; 

they will be used only when there are doubtless signs of an over-lapped 

bacterial infection which can be produced after 5-7 days from influenza 

beginning; 

• The resistance to chemical synthesis antivirals (amantadina, rimantadina, 

aciclovir etc.) it is not present but they have a limited use although they can 

reduce the infection severity if they are taken as close as possible to the 

starting moment of the infection; 

• The resistance to usual decontaminates is very low, their utilisation is not 

recommended. 

 



 

Epidemiological process 
 

• Influenza is characterized by a strong epidemiological, clinic and laboratory 

polymorphism. 

 

I. Sources of pathogenic agent 

• Virus sources are represented by: 

- the sick man with typical clinical forms (easy, medium, or severe) or 

atypical ones (sub-clinical, asymptomatic, inapparent etc.); 

- the virus carrier man: 

* pre-infectious carrier, with a high infectiousness for 1-2 days before 

the invasion period (debut); 

* healthy carrier, transitory, without epidemiological significance; 

* after-ill carrier, only in convalescence; the virus spread is practically 

absent. 

- the animals and the birds: especially the wild and domestic birds and 

swines; other domestic and wild animals can have influenza infection, 

without having significant relations with human influenza. 

• The sources can spread the virus by nasal-pharyngeal secretions. 

 

 



II. Modes and ways of transmission 

• The direct mode is prevalent because influenza has a low environmental 

resistance. The virus transfer towards the susceptible persons is realized 

especially by septic drops, influenza being “a crowd” infection model 

(family, school, barrack etc.) 

• The indirect mode is implicated only by the intervention in transmission of 

the air, objects and hands, recently contaminated with influenza virus. 

 

III. Receptivity 

• Receptivity (susceptibility) is general on persons that haven’t got protective 

amounts of antibodies corresponding with the antigenic structure of the 

circulate subtypes. Receptivity is higher in children, old people, pregnant 

women, immunsupressed etc. Receptivity is lower in recent vaccinated 

persons or those who have passed through the disease in the previous 

epidemic season. 

The natural and artificial immunity is strictly specific for influenza virus type 

and subtype. 

IV. The favoring factors 

 

• They are represented by the general resistance waning, crowd, deficient 

social-economical conditions, the cold and passing seasons. 



 

Manifestation forms of the epidemiological process 

 

• The sporadic manifestation can be seen yearly in the general population, 

especially in the periods without epidemics, in the warm season, in the 

groups recently affected by influenza, vaccinated, with good social-

economical conditions. 

 

• The endemic manifestation is not characteristic for influenza, but 

sometimes it can be seen in the groups of children and old people medical-

social assistance and in military units, jails etc. 

 

• The epidemic manifestation with different extent and severity, appears 

almost every year; great epidemics are registered every 3-5 years; the 

crowd, the cold season, the deficient social-economical conditions, the 

circulation of some antigenic transformed virus strains are factors that 

promote the epidemic appearances. 

 

• The pandemic manifestation is typical for A influenza but is recorded after 

large periods of time, depending on the rise of completely antigenic 

transformed strains of the A virus. 

 



Prevention 

 

• General prevention refers to measures for the risk population protection 

and to immunological and viral surveillance of the circulation types and 

subtypes of virus. 

In this direction it will be realized: 

* seroepidemiological inquires, on population samples, for the estimation of 

the immune background against influenza; 

* special identification and protection of high-risk groups for influenza 

infection: children, old people, immunosuppresed, pregnant women etc; 

* organizing “sentinel”-like surveillance for the precocious detecting of the 

intensification of the population influenza virus circulation; 

* ensurance of the population cooperation (by education) and of the social-

economical structures cooperation (by special relations) for the ensurance of 

the progress conditions for influenza prevention and control. 

• Special prevention includes the use of immunoglobulines and antiviral 

substances. The use of immunoglobulines and antiviral substances is 

recommended only for persons with risk.  

• Specific prevention is possible by yearly vaccination of high risk groups 

using vaccines with attenuated alive virus or killed virus, administered into 

the rhinopharynx (instillations, aerosols) or injectable. The protection 

obtained in this way assures the avoiding of severe forms of influenza with 

complications or deaths. 




